Peripheral nerve repair in the hand with and without motor sensory differentiation.
To investigate the value of motor sensory differentiated nerve repair, we examined a group of 9 patients with motor sensory differentiated nerve repair and a group of 13 patients without motor sensory differentiated nerve repair. The clinical and electroneurographic findings were compared. For the clinical examination, Millesi's scoring system was used. The hand function after motor sensory differentiated median nerve repair was 72% +/- 16% compared with 57% +/- 14% without motor sensory differentiation. The hand function after motor sensory differentiated median and ulnar nerve repair was 53% +/- 12% compared with 43% +/- 24% without motor sensory differentiation. After ulnar nerve repair the achieved values for hand function were high even without motor sensory differentiation. Our results indicate that intraoperative motor sensory differentiation of injured nerves is helpful to reestablish particularly the sensory function in median nerve injuries.